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Rousseeuw and van Driessen's Theorem

We begin with the following theorem, which is the basic
theorem mentioned about Fast MCD, introduced by
Roussceuw and van Driessen. See Theorem I in [I].

SI ~ *L (Xi -XHj )(Xi -XHJ
XiEH j

If ISII *' 0, let df ~ (Xi -XHj )' Si
1

(Xi -XHI )

for all i ~ J, 2, ... , n. Let also H 2 ~ (X6(1)' X 6(2)'

... , X 6(hj}' where a is apermutation on the index set,

such that dJ(l) ::; dJ(2) ::; ... ::; dJ(n)' lj XH] and

S2 are mean vector and covariance matrix associated

toH2, respectively, then, IS21 ::; lSI] witb equality if

and only if X Hj ~ X H2 and S2 ~SI'

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, Rousseeuw and van Driessen's basic theorem of
Fast MCD algorithm will be reviewed and discussed.
Later on, in Section 3, we recall vector variance as a
complementary measure of dispersion to covariance
detenninant. Thc use of both measures will provide
more information about the covariance structure than
if we use a single measure. Section 4 presents the
conjecture that the MCD location and scatter will not
change ifminimum covariance detenninant in Fast MCD
algorithm is substituted by minimum vector variance.

Theorem 1. Let XI' X 2 , ... , X n be a set of i.i.d.
random vectors Qf p dimension where the second

moment exist. Let HI be a subset ofX ~ { Xl, X 2 , .

. , X n} ofh elements,

function in Fast MCD algorithm is substituted by
minimum vector variance, then the MCD location
and scatter are not changed. This conjecture is
justified by numerous simulation experiments and is
developed based on the fact that vector variance can
also be used as a measure of multivariate dispersion
(see [12]). Furthermore, the used of minimum vector
variance to replace minimum covariance determinant
as the objective function in Fast MCD algorithm is
advantageous (see [13]).
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The most important step in multivariate analysis is to
produce highly robust estimates of location and scatter.
A well accepted and widely used methodology that
has received considerable attention in literature is the
so-called fast minimum covariancedetenninant (Fast
MCD) introduced by Rousseeuw and van Driessen [I].
It is affine-equivariant and has high breakdown point
and bounded influence function. The original version of
Fast MCD appeared more than two decades ago when
Rousseeuw in 1985 [2] introdueed the methodology
called minimum covariance determinant (MCD). In
depth discussions on MCD can be found, for example,
in [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. However, the
computational efficiency ofMCD was unsatisfactory. It
needs fourteen years before Rousseeuw and van Driessen
[1] introduce Fast MCD; a fast version ofMCD.
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Introduction

On December 2005, in his public lecture atthe University
Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Calyampudhi R. Rao pointed
out that "The current statistical methodology based on
probabilistic models applied on small data sets appears
to be inadequate to meet the needs ofthe society in terms
of quick processing of data and making the information
available for practical purposes." This statement reflects
avery fundamental problem in modem society, namely,
quick data processing. It is in the spirit to respond to
this problem in multivariate scheme that this paper is
presented.

Fast MCD becomes more and more popular after the
work ofHubert et al. in [9] who improve its performance
in order to give a closer solution to the minimum global,
and Hubert et al. in [10] who comprehensively show its
role in robust multivariate methods. However, it is not
without limitation. Its computational efficiency is very
challenging for improvement. The use of Mahalanobis
distance and covariance determinant in Fast MCD
are not apt when the data sets are of high dimension
because it becomes computationally inefficient. On the
other hand, computational efficiency is as important as
effectiveness (see [11]).
This paper presents a conjecture that if the objective

Abstract

We review Rousseeuw and van Driessen's basic
theorem of Fast MCD algorithm. Later on, we present
a conjecture that if minimum covariance detenninant
in Fast Men is replaced by minimum vector variance
(MVV), then the results are not changed. The importance
of this conjecture lies in the computational efficiency of
the algorithm where a multilinear form is replaced by a
quadratic form.






